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Abstract-Let <jJ~and \1/, (i=O,I, ... ,n-l) are the solutions of the equations

(02_ n ~ 1)<jJ: = 0 and 02 \1/ i =0 respectively. In this paper it is shown that if u and v are
r

satisfied the equations (02_ n - I)" u = 0 and 02"V=0 respectively then u and v have the
r2

representations u= <jJ~ + t<jJ~+. ..+t n-l<jJ:-1 and v= \110 + t\1/1 +. ..+ t n-I \1/ n-I where

02=_I_~(rn-' ~)_~
rn-1 ar ar 312

is the most important for partial differential equation of the hyperbolic type. In equation
(1), X=(Xl'.'Xn) are called the space variables in Rn and t is the time variable Using the
spherical coordinates in the n-dimensional space Rn, the wave equation (1) takes the form

_1_~(r"-' au) _ a2
u == 0

rn-1 ar ar 312

which depends only on rand t and does not depend on angular variables. Equation (2) is
known as the equation of spherical waves [7].

Almansi proved a theorem concerning the representation of the general solution
of the equation V2nF == 0 [I]. Eubanks and Sternberg generalized the Almansi's theorem
further but their theorems hold true only on condition that a region is convex in the z-
direction [2]. ML Wan~ and X.S. Xu give two kinds of representation of the general
solution of the equation V2nF == 0 for the case in which V2 is an axisymmetric three-
dimensional Laplacian operator without the supposition of convexity in [6]. Now firstly
some Lemmas and then some expansions for the solutions of the above equations are
given.



Let the region is a surfaces of revolution whose axis coincides with the t-axis t>O
and we denote the intersection of its interior with the open section plane

r=~tx~ >0, 81=ObyDwhere

XI = rcos81,

x2 =rsin8Icos82,

xn_2 = rsin81···sin8n_3 cos8n_2,

Xn_1 = rsin81· .sin8n_2 cos8n_l,

Xn = rsin81···sin8n_2 sin8n_l,

_1_ ~ (r"-I,h')= o<jl
rn-I Or 'l' at

(02 _ n - 1 ) <jl' = 0
r2

02<jl= 0

Proof Direct computation yields (4) and (5) from (3)

Lemma 2. Suppose that D is simply connected. Then
i. If a function <jl' (r,t) in D satisfies (4), there exists <jl(r,t) in D such that equations (3)
hold true.
ii. If a function <jl(r,t) in D satisfy (5) there exists <jl' (r,t) in D such that equations (3)
hold true.

icr.,) ap' 1 0
<jl(r,t)= ---;:-<ir +--(rn-I<jJ')dt

(ro.I.) Ul rn-I Or

where (ro,to) is an arbitrary fixed point of D In view of equation (4) and the simple
connectivity of D, the line integral of equation (6) is independent of the path. Thus, the



function <\J(r,t) is single valued in D. It is obvious from equation (6) that equation (3)
hold.
ii Similarly, we take

1 rCU) ap ap
rn- <\J' (r,t)= J, rn I -dr + rn I -dt

('0.10) at 8r

The line integral of equation (7) is also independent of the path from the reason which is
mentioned above. On the other hand it is clear from equation (7) that equation (3) hold

Lemma 3 Suppose that D is simply connected. If <\J' dnd <\Jsatisfy equation (3) then
there exist another pair of functions A' and A satisfy equation (3) and such that

rCr.1)
A= J, <1>'dr + <Pdt

(ro.to)

where (ro,to) is an arbitrary fixed point ofD. From (3) the line integrals of (9) 'are
independent of path It is obvious from (9) that equations (8) hold.

(10)

(II)

Then
,j,' I,j,'

U='l'OI+-t'l'l2
,j, , 1

u='l' , +- r<\J20_ 2

and



V=1j1oo +~t<P2 (15)- 2
where <P ~ and <Pi (i= I ,2) satisfY equation (3) and <P ~I' <P ~2' \1/01 and \1/02 satisfY

(02_ n ~ 1 )<l>~, = 0
r

02 \1/0; = 0

( 16)

( 17)

Proof. Let

* 2 n-I
PI =(0 --o-)u

r-
( 18)

(19)

(02_ n ~ I ) P ; =0
r

02p2=0

(20)

(21 )

since P; and P2 satisfY (20) and (21), according to Lemma 2, there exist PI and P;
which satisfY

_I_~(rn-I *) = ~
rn-I Or P, at

From (22), P ~ and Pi (i=I,2) satisfY equation (3) According to Lemma 3, there

exist <Pi and <P ~ (i= 1,2) that satisfY

_l_~(rn I<p*)=~=
rn-I Or I at P,



(02_ nr~ I )(u+ktcjJ;)=O

2 n -I I
(0 -7 )(u-"2rcjJj) = 0

I02(V+-tcjJ, )=02 -
02(V-2. rcjJ~)=0

, 2 -

(30)

(31)

u=cjJ~ + tcjJ;+..+tn-IcjJ~_1
V=\jIO +tlpj+. ..+tn-I\jIn_1

(32)

(33)

Proof. We use induction It is clear that equations (32) and (33) hold for n= I and n=2
Next by induction, we assume equations (32) and (33) hold for n:s;k and show them hold
for n=k+ I. Now assume that

(35)

(36)

( 02 n - I) • • k I •--,- u=A" +tAI + .+t Ak Ir-
02V=80 + tEl +. +tk-I Bk 1

where

(37)

(38)



(02_ n ~ 1 )A~=0
r-

02Bi=0

i=O,l,k-1

i=O,l, ..k-I

2(m_l)a4>~-1 =-A" ,-111(111-1),1,' m=k,k-l, ...,2at m '+'m

2(m-l) 3\jJ;_1 = -Bm_2 - m(m- 1)\jJm m=k,k-I, .,2

where <jJ~and \11; (i=I,2, ... ,k) satisfy (34)

u= <jJ~+ t<jJ; + e<jJ; + .. .+tk<jJ:

y= \jJo + t\jJ1 + t2\jJ2+··.+tk\jJk
where

(02_ n - 1)<jJ~ = 0
r2

02\jJo = 0

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)
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